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OBSOLESCENCE

Crisis, what crisis?

I guess I could be described a wordsmith. Whether it’s the written word or
software code, words are my day. That’s why I get upset when people abuse words.
The most abused is ‘crisis’. In fact, I use some code to scan the internet for the
word ‘crisis’ and add the latest crisis to my database. I might publish it one day.
Today’s crisis is inflation. This time, I’m happy with the application. I’m of
an age where I just about remember proper inflation, the 25 per cent type.
It made the power go out and I had to go to bed cold by candlelight.
In my book inflation only requires two ingredients: an oversupply of money
and an undersupply of goods. The result is that everyone’s earnings and
savings will be worth less tomorrow than they were today. I’ve known this
for a while so when the pandemic triggered money printing and factory
closures I ignored the financial experts and started planning for inflation.
What does this mean for electronics purchasing? Apart from the obvious—less
parts availability and higher prices—its going to make production planning
very difficult. When an OEM is uncertain about sales it loses the ability to
accurately determine forward production capacity. This makes it impossible for
purchasing to know how much to buy. Due to inconsistent orders, component
manufacturers then find it difficult to calculate infrastructure investments.
Everything should resettle in a few years. In the meantime, I suggest
promoting any member of staff with an accurate crystal ball, innate foresight,
demonstrable planning ability or deep skills using spreadsheet formulas.

Winning the fight against
obsolescence
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Partnership for
GaN auto power
modules

Nexperia has announced a
partnership covering gallium
nitride automotive power
modules with Kyocera AVX
Components. This agreement
will focus on power components
with the aim of jointly
developing GaN applications
for electric vehicles.

ES News

View current
editions online

Kyocera AVX Components’
deputy vice president
Sensing and Control Division,
Thomas Rinschede, said:
“We are very pleased to finally turn our successful and long-lasting relationship into a real
partnership to strengthen Kyocera AVX’s strategy to provide high-quality automotive compliant
modules. Nexperia is a trusted and reliable partner who can deliver high-performance
GaN and has shown a strong record in producing devices for the automotive market.”

www.electronics-sourcing.com
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Nexperia’s vice president and general manager GaN, Carlos Castro, added: “Optimized
packaging technology is required in order to more fully realize the benefits of GaN devices,
especially in high power systems. Nexperia recognizes the advanced technology offering
and leading position which Kyocera AVX holds in the automotive industry and believes that
this joint collaboration in the development of GaN automotive power modules will enable
both companies to deliver superior EV power systems solutions to our customers.”
www.nexperia.com
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1,200V FETs ready
to ship
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Mouser Electronics is now stocking UnitedSiC’s
UF4C and UF4SC 1,200V silicon carbide FETs.
These fourth-generation devices suit power
solutions in mainstream 800V bus architectures
in applications such as on-board EV chargers,
industrial battery chargers, industrial power
supplies and DCDC solar inverters.
The FETs offer multiple on-resistance values
(23 to 70mΩ) and package options (three-lead
TO-247-3L package or a four-lead TO-247-4L
package). The TO-247-4L package incorporates
a Kelvin gate to deliver ultra-low gate charge and
exceptional reverse recovery characteristics.

JULY 2022

The devices can be safely driven with standard
0 to 12V or 15V gate drive voltage, creating a
suitable replacement for silicon IGBTs, FETs or
super-junction devices without changing the gate
drive voltage. Other stated features include an
exceptional threshold noise margin preserved
with a true 5V threshold voltage, excellent reverse
recovery and a built-in ESD gate protection clamp.

Robotics drive BoM
evolution

www.mouser.com
220608_MyDK22_ELECSRG_UK_Snipe.indd 1
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High availability
alternative to aluminium
capacitors
TTI is now stocking aluminium polymer
solid capacitors from Panasonic Industry
Europe. Characterised by a long life span,
high ripple current rating and stable ESR
throughout the extended temperature
range, they suit industrial applications like
power supplies and lighting circuitry.

TTI Europe’s director of supplier marketing
passives, Felix Corbett’ said: “Passive component
specifiers and buyers face immense challenges
because of limited availability, particularly
for aluminium capacitors that have lead
times stretching out to over a year. Our stock
position for Panasonic’s OS-CON aluminium
polymer solid capacitors is the biggest in the
market and offers an excellent alternative.”
OS-CON capacitors features a rated voltage
range of 2.5 to 100VDC, capacitance from
3.3 to 2700µF and ESR down to 6.5mΩ.
Temperature rating is -55 to 125°C
www.ttieurope.com

Interpower®
Accessory Power
Strips & Jumper
Cords Made in
the U.S.A.!
Accessory power strips (APS) incorporate AC power
inlets with multiple AC power outlets. From an APS,
a country-specific plug connects to the mains power
while the other end of the cord terminates in an IEC
60320 connector. Accessory power strips and jumper
cords are components of an efficient accessory power
system. One IEC inlet and multiple IEC outlets along
the strip allow multiple device integration in one unit.
APS voltages range from 10A-15A/100-240VAC.
Common APS outlet choices are 10 or 12 Sheet
F outlets or an 8 Sheet F and 4 Sheet J outlet
combination. The APS metal exteriors are powder

coated for extra durability. Customisable options
include push button, rocker, or guarded circuit
breakers, connector locks, fuse holders and
fuses. Accessory power strips come in three
colours: white, beige, and black.
• In-stock hospital-grade cords ship the same day!
• Value-added options include lengths, colours,
labeling and packaging
• No MOQ

Visit Interpower’s
Virtual Trade Show by
Scanning the QR Code.

®

®

Order Online! www.interpower.com
Business Hours: 8:30 a.m.–5 p.m. GMT

10 Kelvin Drive | Knowlhill | Milton Keynes | Buckinghamshire | MK5 8NH | UK | Freephone: 00800 5566 5566 | Freefax: 0088 5655 5655 | uk@interpower.com
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ES News
In Brief
Fast, secure IoT
implementations
Through a global
agreement, Avnet and
Amazon Web Services are
focused on helping IoT
OEMs accelerate time-tomarket. This multi-year,
joint investment will enable
Avnet’s IoTConnect Platform
to deliver the breadth and
depth of AWS’ portfolio
of services—creating a
scalable, secure platform
that preconfigures AWS’
services for applicationspecific usage.
www.avnet.com
Investing in GaN R&D
Innoscience has expanded
its European office with a
new R&D center in Leuven,
Belgium. The facility is
near IMEC, a recognized
center of excellence for
advance semiconductor
technology, and KU Leuven,
known for its activities in
power electronics. Thus,
Innoscience’s new R&D
team becomes the latest
addition to Belgium’s
so-called ‘GaN Valley’.
www.innoscience.com
More products in
greater quantities
Toshiba Electronics Europe
has extended its relationship
with Farnell which will stock
more Toshiba products
in greater quantities,
increasing its support of
Toshiba’s customer supply
chain. The focus will be on:
optocouplers and relays; low
and high-voltage MOSFETs;
discrete IGBTs; small signal
diodes and transistors;
voltage regulators; logic
and motor control ICs.
www.toshiba.semiconstorage.com
Urging chip capacity
SEMI Europe is urging
swift adoption of the
European Chips Act and
invited discussions on the
legislation with the European
Parliament, Member
States and the European
Commission. President, Laith
Altimime, said: “Speedy
adoption of the European
Chips Act will significantly
accelerate Europe’s work
to attract investments to
build up chip manufacturing
capacity and R&D.”
www.semi.org

Hub increases logistics capacity

Arrow Electronics has opened a new distribution center in Venlo, the Netherlands. It is the key
hub serving all customers of Arrow’s electronics components business in Europe. The hub will
support technologies including semiconductors, passive and electromechanical components and
connectors, embedded solutions and component programming.
Arrow Electronics’ senior vice president and chief supply chain officer, Chuck Kostalnick, said:
“Arrow is committed to the Venlo area and our team of highly skilled employees in the region.
This project gives us the opportunity to develop the already excellent services offered to our
customers and suppliers, support Arrow’s business growth in various segments, enhance the
working conditions for our team, and provide the flexibility to adapt according to future needs.”
The hub is designed to use the latest energy efficient technologies, maximizing resource reuse
and minimizing waste. It has achieved an Excellent rating according to BREEAM (Building
Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method), a sustainability assessment method
used to plan infrastructure and buildings.
venlo.arrow.com

Shorter delivery times
for humidity and
temperature sensors

Sensirion is shortening the delivery times for
humidity and temperature sensors to 14-weeks
thanks to supplier collaboration and expanded
production capacity. This boost to supply chain
security and Swiss-based production lets the
company meet even short-term fluctuations in
customer demand.
Sensirion director product management
humidity and temperature sensors, Maximilian
Eichberger, said: “By optimizing our supply
chain and increasing our production capacities,
we are able to offer the shortest lead times
for semiconductor sensors worldwide. With
our market-leading humidity and temperature
sensors, we are improving the delivery situation
for our customers.”
The SHT4x and STS4x humidity and
temperature sensors are based on Sensirion’s
patented CMOSens technology and suit
standard SMD assembly processes. The
company states the sensors also offer maximum
reliability, as demonstrated by extensive
accelerated service life tests. They feature a
sensor system on a single chip with a calibrated
digital I2C interface and are available in
different accuracy versions.
sensirion.com
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Simple, secure and
flexible

Swissbit’s iShield FIDO2 is designed to offer
strong authentication that is also simple, secure
and flexible. Hardware-based, asymmetric
private/public key cryptography replaces
password-based authentication and singlechip security keys. Thus, it provides protection
against online attacks such as phishing, social
engineering or account takeover. In addition to
more secure functionality, iShield FIDO2 enables
flexible verification options such as single-factor
authentication (without password), 2FA or MFA.
The all-in-one security key works with all FIDO2compatible websites and services, including
passwordless logon to a Windows 10 desktop.
The key measures 51.5 by 18.5 by 6mm. The
key’s housing is thermoplastic polyamide,
making it waterproof and robust. It is
compatible with CCID smartcard and FIDO2
HID devices. A touch sensor on the back
enables touch-and-go authentication via NFC.
Alternatively, a USB-A interface is available.
Specifications include: NFC interface and
multicolor LED; -25 to 70°C operating
temperature range; FIDO Universal 2nd
Factor (U2F/CTAP1) and FIDO2 Level 1
certifications; and supported operating
systems including Windows 10, MacOS,
Linux, Chrome OS and Android.
www.rutronik.com
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Obsolescence

Winning the fight
against obsolescence
Flip Electronics’ president, Bill Bradford, reveals how the company helped overcome an
obsolescence problem, saving a subcontractor over $3.2M and 14-months in redesigns

Flip Electronics president, Bill Bradford

Obsolescence is an issue that
plagues the semiconductor
industry. It costs billions
of dollars for companies
worldwide as manufacturers
routinely transition to new
technologies and end the life
of mature product families
and devices. Solving for
obsolescence is a growing
problem for military,
aerospace, medical, and
industrial OEMs, faced with
shorter component lifespans.
Flip Electronics bridges the
gaps of obsolescence with
an inventory of popular
components no longer
produced by manufacturers.
Their authorized distribution
is supported by data-driven
experts who strategically
acquire, stock, and support

end-of-life (EOL), excess,
aged, and discontinued
parts. By doing so, they
empower clients to make
better sourcing decisions
and avoid risks associated
with the grey market.

The subcontractor approached
Flip and a partnership was
formed. To move forward,
however, Flip had to become
an approved supplier, a
typically lengthy process on
an already tight schedule.

Flip recently helped
secure mission-critical
components for the United
States Armed Forces.

During the approval process,
Flip was very attentive and
understood the intricate details
necessary to move things
forward. They submitted all
required documentation swiftly
and expedited their qualified
status with the subcontractor.

Multiple branches of the US
military and its allies rely on
an essential mobile groundbased defense system built by a
major prime contractor. When
this prime issued a purchase
request to a subcontractor for
an electronic module, a critical
element of a missile system,
the subcontractor could not
fulfill the order. The integrated
circuit they requested was
no longer available from any
mainline authorized sources.
Without this component, the
prime’s entire module could
not be built, putting the project
and defense system at risk.

Flip began to analyze the
subcontractor’s potential
future demand so the solution
would solve the immediate
need and proactively ensure
they could support the
requirements. Once Flip
analysts completed their
demand planning, they
found that the quantity
necessary to fulfill the order
was greater than available
inventory – the subcontractor
needed a solution.

The subcontractor learned Flip
was an authorized distributor
for the integrated circuit
maker and that Flip focuses
specifically on obsolescence.

Due to Flip’s special
relationship with the integrated
circuit manufacturer, they
were able to influence them
to restart production on
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this device, even though it
had been discontinued for
years. They worked with the
manufacturer, building new
components from their residual
die bank. Not only did the
subcontractor complete the
order, but they secured enough
components to last for the
next five years of production.
Flip’s established relationship
with this manufacturer saved
this subcontractor over $3.2M
and 14 months in redesigns.
The solution strengthened the
subcontractor’s relationship
with their prime and
the government entities,
while bringing value back
to the manufacturer.
Flip was able to supply the
parts, which allowed the
subcontractor to fulfill their
order and satisfy the request
of their most important
prime contractor. That
prime contractor, in turn,
came through for the United
States Armed Forces. The
fight against obsolescence
is crucial, and Flip has
made it their mission.
www.flipelectronics.com
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Obsolescence

Remain safe in
turbulent markets

As Rochester Electronics explains, when sourcing elusive components it’s
important to understand the difference between AS6496 and AS6171/4 sources
Recent supply issues have
undermined normal delivery
certainties. Covid-related
manufacturing problems,
shipping disruptions and
even natural disasters
have led to supply chain
uncertainty and lengthening
lead times. Component
discontinuation notices
have risen by 15 per cent
over the same period, as
third-party fab priorities
changed and the industry
refocuses fab investments
to address a lower power,
battery dominated
landscape. Current
semiconductor market
shortages are widespread.
Customers are under
pressure to guarantee supply
and typically gray market
or unauthorized sources are
seen as the only solution.
The counterfeit business sells
through these gray market
channels to infiltrate end
customers. When time is
tight and products are not
available, the risk of end
customers becoming victims
of counterfeit products
increases significantly. Tests
and checks can be done to
ensure products are genuine
but they take time, are
costly and in some cases,
are not fully guaranteed.
The only way to ensure
genuine product is to buy
from an authorized source
where devices have an
absolutely guaranteed
pedigree. Fully authorized
distributors, like Rochester
Electronics, identify
themselves as compliant
with the SAE Aerospace
Standard, AS6496. Simply
stated, they are authorized
by the original component
manufacturer (OCM) to
provide traceable and
guaranteed products with no
quality or reliability testing

required because the parts
are sourced from the OCM.
Providers who are not,
may market themselves as
AS6171/4 compliant. This
source, though better than
no compliance at all, follows
standardized inspections
and test procedures with
minimum training and
certification requirements
to detect suspicious or
counterfeit components.
This is an indication the
parts are not sourced to
the supplier from the OCM
but have passed testing to
minimize, not eliminate risk.
The supply chain shortage
is presenting difficulties in
different ways. Multisource
devices such as power
management and power
discrete devices are being
overwhelmed by demand.
These devices may be
available from multiple
sources or have close
equivalents among different
suppliers. However, because
of their widespread use,
the sheer demand on
supply has been persistent
and has challenged
suppliers to keep up.
Logic devices face a similar
issue. They are used across a
broad range of applications,
producing constant demand.
To resolve this challenge,
customers are re-examining
their performance
requirements and opening
date-code restrictions to
improve sourcing options.
Microcontrollers and
microprocessors are also
being affected. MCUs and
MPUs face design restrictions
that limit alternative options
and suppliers are faced with
choosing the right product
mix to manufacture. These
devices are typically based
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on a particular CPU core,
embedded memory and
set of peripheral functions,
resulting in specific package
and pinout requirements,
along with potential software
and code impact. In general,
the best option is within
the same product families.
Devices with larger memory,
broader temperature range
or higher performance
may be available or an
earlier revision that had
previously been qualified
is in stock and available as
a drop-in solution. In more
extreme cases, to keep a
production line moving,
customers may justify board
re-spins to accommodate
a different package.
In times of shortage and
increased obsolescence,
Rochester is positioned to
provide support with its
inventory of 100 per cent
authorized components and
range of semiconductor
manufacturing services.
rocelec.com

“”

The only way to
ensure genuine
product is to buy
from an authorized
source where devices
have an absolutely
guaranteed pedigree

SPONSORED BY

Broadcom
Optocouplers
Enable a Greener
Future

P

ower Conversion
and Sustainability
Electrification of
services and mobility can
help ensure sustainable
living. Replacing inefficient
legacy systems or equipment
powered by energy from
fossil fuels can help reduce
emissions at the point of
use and assist the transition
to renewable energy
sources. Moreover, modern
electronic drives and power
supplies enable dynamic
power management in
real-time to save energy
otherwise wasted when
user demand is low.
Efficient power control from
the point of use to the point
of generation is needed
in wind and solar farms
to cut losses throughout
capture, storage, conversion,
and transmission.
Tools, techniques, and
topologies include switchedmode power conversion
with refinements like
resonant/quasi-resonant
switching and synchronous
rectification that further
save energy. Digital power
supplies allow tuning on the
fly to save energy under all
load conditions. Advanced
technologies like silicon

carbide (SiC) and gallium
nitride (GaN) increase
switching efficiency and
reduce conduction losses.
Raise Efficiency,
Performance, and
Reliability
In power converters and
motor drives, optocouplers
provide galvanically isolated
sensing and feedback of
voltage and current signals
to facilitate control and
regulation. In addition
to galvanic isolation, the
optocoupler’s electricalnoise immunity ensures
robust control signalling.
Broadcom has a family of
optocouplers that cover
applications including gate
drivers for power switches
including IGBTs and SiC
and GaN transistors.
There are also isolation
amplifiers for phase
current and bus voltage
measurements and highspeed digital optocouplers
for data transmission
and communication.
By switching efficiently at
higher frequencies than
with ordinary siliconbased alternatives, SiC
and GaN transistors enable
designers to specify smaller

MILAN IVKOVIĆ - DIRECTOR SEGMENT
ANALOGUE/POWER AT EBV ELEKTRONIK

capacitive and magnetic
components, which helps
increase power density. Their
increased efficiency also
allows a smaller heatsink
or heatsink-free operation
in some applications.
Higher switching frequencies
are increasing demand for
high-speed gate drivers to
support fast turn-on/turn-off
times and provide high noise
immunity to fast transients
causing unwanted random
turn-on of the transistor.
With their integrated optical
switching, Broadcom’s
gate-drive optocouplers
meet these requirements
for fast response and high
transient noise immunity,
contributing towards raising
energy efficiency and
enhancing system reliability
and power density.
For example, the ACPL355JC is ideal for controlling
IGBTs and SiC MOSFETs in
high-voltage circuits such
as inverters operating up
to 1500V in solar and wind
power-conversion systems.
The noise or common-mode
transient immunity (CMTI)
of 100kV/μs, which prevents
spurious gate triggering
in noisy environments, is

specified up to 1500V. The
output can source up to
10A gate-drive current and
sink up to 10A to ensure
fast switching. The high
current capability eliminates
any need for an output
buffer circuit and helps
reduce the bill of materials,
simplify the circuit layout,
and increase reliability.
The ACPL-355JC integrates
diagnostic circuitry for
functional safety reporting,
which indicates over-current
faults and UVLO status.
Also in the family are the
ACFL-3161 single-output
and ACFL-3262 dual-output
10A drivers, which have
CMTI of 100 kV/μs at 1000V.
Their fast propagation
delay of less than 95ns, and
tight dead-time control,
are ideal for switching
SiC and GaN transistors
at high frequencies.
All these gate drive
optocouplers feature
Broadcom’s highperformance outer mold,
which has 600V comparative
tacking index (CTI), enabling
them to provide more than
1200V insulation voltage
within a compact package.
www.ebv.com/going-green

Logistics

Navigating today’s
logistical challenges

Digi-Key Electronics’ director of logistics, DeAnna Alby, looks at what’s impacting logistics
and how distributors are navigating the challenges to deliver components on time

Digi-Key Electronics’ director
of logistics, DeAnna Alby

“”

Advances in
technology and
automation are
helping to provide
solutions for the
skyrocketing growth
in shipping demand

As a distributor of millions
of products to more than
600,000 customers in over
180 countries, global logistics
is an important part of what
Digi-Key does. The past few
years have thrown curveballs
from every direction, with a
profound impact on global
logistics. We navigated
pandemic shutdowns,
regulatory changes and
capacity constraints, as well
as port workforce shortages
and lockdowns, creating
backlogs for months.
In the past, capacity wasn’t
a challenge, but all that
changed when the perfect
storm hit over the past two
years. Order volume increased
due to people shifting to
working from home and
ordering online, there was less
capacity with fewer passenger
aircrafts flying (typically
shipping packages too) and
port congestion increased.
Diversity in carrier partners has
become increasingly important
to maximize capacity, maintain
shipping stability globally and
provide options to customers
to select which carrier they
prefer. Digi-Key offers multiple
carrier options—DHL, FedEx,
UPS and USPS—and has
built strong partnerships
with them, including having
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them on site in the Product
Distribution Center, loading
and shipping out an average
27,000 packages a day to
customers worldwide.
Over the past two years,
many countries have made
changes to their regulatory
requirements that impact
customs clearance, which vary
from country-to-country. It’s
important for distributors to
be proactive and stay ahead
of changing requirements
around regulations and
documentation as early as
possible to ensure shipments
are cleared efficiently through
customs. Digi-Key ensures
its IT team is up-to-speed
and in synch with regulatory
changes to keep shipments
moving through customs
and to customers on time.
Visibility to real-time
movements of both inbound
and outbound shipments is
critical to replenishing stock
and ensuring customers receive
orders on time. Visibility
into costs is also becoming
more important as shipping
costs are increasing. If it’s
possible to pivot and find a
less costly and faster way to
ship, Digi-Key works to find it.
For procurement professionals,
having flexibility with a variety

of shipping options is also
of growing importance. For
example, Digi-Key provides
options to place scheduled
orders to take advantage
of price breaks and save
time placing the same order
repeatedly, and multi-ship
consolidation to ship all orders
together even if they’ve been
placed on different days.
Advances in technology
and automation are helping
to provide solutions for
the skyrocketing growth
in shipping demand. For
example, last mile delivery
options include drones, smart
lockers, drop boxes and
automated guided vehicles.
Digi-Key is continuing to invest
in technology and automation
through its new Product
Distribution Center expansion
which will provide 2.2 million
square feet of space—plenty
of room to scale as order
volume increases and more
products become available.
The new Center also provides
room for carrier partners
to grow and incorporate
their own automation onsite
that will allow for ongoing
and improved delivery
options to customers.
www.digikey.com
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Anticounterfeiting

Beware these
counterfeiting
techniques

ECIA’s Robin Gray explains how blanks, clones and remanufacturing
introduce risk into purchasers’ electronic component supply chains
When electronic component
shortages prevent
manufacturers from
meeting their customers’
needs, the temptation to
buy components from
unauthorized channels
increases exponentially. We
are currently in such a crisis.
Furthermore, the component
counterfeiting landscape has
changed. Anti-counterfeiting
efforts by ECIA, the industry,
government and customers
have forced counterfeiters
and unauthorized sellers to
grow ever more sophisticated
in production and marketing.
Clones, blanks and
remanufacturing are some
of the forgers’ new tools.
Counterfeiting is no longer
the province of small-time
operators that pry parts off
of boards and remark them
as new and/or upgraded.
When counterfeiting of
electronic components
first emerged, ECIA, SIA
and other industry trade
associations responded with
efforts to alert customers
and government to the
emerging dangers of
fake parts. This

effort eventually resulted
in legislation, regulation
and industry standards and
guidelines. As the industry
and customers changed,
so did the counterfeiters.
Counterfeiting evolved into
sophisticated businesses
using new techniques
and manufacturing
processes to circumvent
laws and standards.
One of these techniques is
manufacturing blanks. Blanks
imitate genuine product
in appearance and alleged
functionality but have no
identifying marks such as
company trademarks or logos
on the parts and packing
material. Trademarks/logos
are added after the part
enters the country, thereby
avoiding customs
and the first line
of defense.
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A second emerging
technique is
manufacturing
clones. Counterfeiters
with sufficient
resources can often
make components
that may appear to
be genuine upon visual
inspection and may even
pass basic laboratory testing.
Only very sophisticated testing
is able to spot clones. Such
testing may be beyond the
means of buyers and
testing labs.

Anticounterfeiting

More new
products in
stock

Order
with

Conﬁdence
mouser.com/new
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Anticounterfeiting

The problem is further
compounded by
counterfeit semiconductor
components that may be
tainted with malware.
There is also growing concern
about the remanufacturing of
genuine parts. In this instance,
counterfeiters take a used
part and remanufacture/
restore/refurbish it. If this
remanufacturing of a used
component is disclosed
to the buyer, then there is
no problem from a legal
perspective. However, if
such disclosure is not made,
the act of selling becomes
fraud and not strictly
counterfeiting. An interesting
twist is that remanufacturers
usually remove the original
component manufacturer’s
marks/logos and replace
with their own name/logos
and, in some instances, even
create their own distribution
network. The used part is
usually sold as a replacement
part for a part made with
the original component
manufacturer (OCM) and
with the claim that it meets
the OCM’s specifications. The
big unknowns with these
parts, whether legitimately
made or not, are quality and
performance. It is a used
part, so it may be difficult
or impossible to determine
how much the component
has been degraded by
prior use. Or, in the case of
semiconductor components,
what programming may
still be embedded.
Remanufacturing should not
be confused with authorized
aftermarket manufacturers.
Authorized aftermarket
manufacturers are those
companies that have been
authorized by the OCM to
make their components. These
legitimate manufacturers often
acquire the OCM’s excess
inventory, manufacturing
processes and equipment,
product specifications, quality
testing techniques and even
intellectual property rights.
Authorized aftermarket
manufacturers either have
the right to use the OCM’s
marks or make the parts under
their own company names.

When sourcing from
unauthorized sellers,
customers may rely on
testing labs to determine
the authenticity of the
components. The cost of
testing, particularly detailed
and sophisticated testing, is
expensive. It drives up the
cost of the purchasing process
and is not a guarantee that all
counterfeits will be detected.
Thus, the level and frequency
of testing often turns on the
level of risk associated with
the component and its use in
the final product. To reduce
the risk, customers should
not rely on in-house testing
by unauthorized sellers,
but rather select their own
testing labs independent of
the seller. One other factor
to consider, is that labs, even
the best of these facilities, are
unlikely to have the OCM’s
product specifications with
which to make comparisons.
The Federal government,
specifically the Department
of Defense (DoD) and NASA,
has issued several regulations
seeking to reduce the risk
of counterfeit electronic
components entering the
supply chain. The key
regulation (DFARS 2014D005) requires the DoD to buy
parts that are in production
or currently available in
stock from the original
manufacturer, their authorized
suppliers or from suppliers
that obtain such parts
exclusively from the original
manufacturer of the parts or
their authorized suppliers.
Authorized supplier is defined
as a supplier, distributor or
an aftermarket manufacturer
with a contractual
arrangement with the original
manufacturer. The regulation
also sets forth when the DoD
can buy from unauthorized
sources and what criteria
the seller must meet.
There is growing interest in
block chain as another tool to
avoid counterfeit components.
The potential upside is that
block chain may provide a
secure chain of traceability
back to the OCM. The
downside is that this process
may increase the credibility
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of unauthorized sellers if
they can demonstrate the
genuineness of the part. While
block chain may solve the
traceability problem, it does
not show how the product was
packaged, stored or handled
or whether it has been
tampered with in any way.
Block chain may also fill
the huge loophole in the
Department of Defense’s
regulation that permits
contractors to buy from
unauthorized sources that buy
exclusively from authorized
sources. This loophole would
enable anyone to buy from an
authorized source and resell
to the DoD or DoD contractor
and be treated for purposes
of the law on the same level
as the OCM and authorized
distributors. ECIA has been
opposed to this ‘exclusively
buy from’ provision and
continues to work for its
elimination from the law.
While customers may
find genuine parts from
unauthorized sellers, there are
still risks. These risks include
product reliability (was the
part properly packaged, stored
and handled); repeat buys (is
this a one-and-done source
or is it a reliable, on-going
source for that component);
and support (manufacturers
rarely provide support and
warranty coverage for parts
bought from unauthorized
sources). Buying electronic
components from authorized
sources is the best way for a
customer to reduce the risk of
obtaining counterfeit parts.
www.ecianow.org

ECIA’s Robin Gray
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When sourcing
from unauthorized
sellers, customers
may rely on testing
labs to determine
the authenticity of
the components
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How to Simplify the Process
of Selecting and Buying
Electronic Components
By Mark Patrick,
Mouser Electronics

Some aspects of daily
work tasks can turn into
a laborious process that
we try to avoid if possible.
If you spend your days
struggling to fulfil a new
bill of materials (BOM)
request from engineering,
Mouser has some good
news. Mouser developed
the Customer Resource
Centre to ease the burden
on buyers, and improve
the productivity of
selecting and purchasing
electronic components.
The Customer Resource
Centre features fourteen
tools and resources to
assist you in selecting,
pricing, ordering, and
shipment tracking
across the entire Mouser
inventory. It also provides
the in-depth information
required to complete your
quality and compliance
tasks, providing a onestop solution to all your
procurement needs.
Customer Resource
Centre account
management features
• A convenient way of
applying for a Mouser
business account
(MyMouser).
• Once your business
account is set up, you
can use the MyMouser
Account tool to check
order status, set up and
edit current projects.
• Review and print
invoices so you can keep
on top of the paperwork
and ensure the buying
process runs smoothly.
• Access and download
Mouser's quality
certifications.

BOM, ordering and
product resources
The Customer Resource
Centre's BOM capabilities
are focused on Mouser's
free to use intelligent
BOM tool, FORTE. FORTE
helps you remove the
uncertainties typically
associated with buying
complex electronic
components such as
semiconductors and
integrated circuits.
Time-saving features
include the ability to
upload a BOM from a
spreadsheet or CSV file.
Its straightforward user
interface makes adding,
editing, and deleting BOM
items incredibly simple.
FORTE permits searching
for partial part numbers
and part descriptions to
validate correct codes and
to suggest alternatives.

In addition to FORTE,
other resources include
the ability to automate
order placement using
API, EDI, or PunchOut
catalogues. You can view
the status of orders and
track shipments too. If
you wish to inquire about
an individual or multiple
products, you can easily
submit a request or delve
into the extensive library
of articles and datasheets.
Not ready to import a BOM
yet? then use the price and
availability assistant to
check for individual parts.
Mouser’s Conversion
Calculators
If you're not 100%
certain you are ordering
the correct capacitor
and need to check how
many picofarads make
a microfarad, try using

one of Mouser's online
conversion calculators.
Available for a range of
electronic components,
environmental factors,
and physical dimensions,
they offer a quicker, more
accessible alternative to
using a scientific calculator.
Visit the Mouser Customer
Resource Centre to
simplify the task of
selecting and buying
electronic components:
https://eu.mouser.com/
customer-resource-center/

Mark Patrick
Technical Marketing
Manager EMEA
Marketing

Mouser
Electronics
Authorised
Distributor
www.mouser.com
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Market Update from
Digi-Key Electronics
by Dave Doherty, president, Digi-Key Electronics

2

022 is well on its way to being another strong year
for the electronic distribution industry, despite
tight supply from component manufacturers and
continued supply chain disruptions. We wrapped up
2021 growing faster than Digi-Key has ever grown
in its history, with a 65% revenue growth rate.
Through the first half of 2022, bookings were up more
than 25% over last year, as was quote activity, shipments
going out the door and customers searching the website.
Digi-Key was just as busy, if not busier, than last year.

be available to meet customer requirements. We also
connect with supplier partners to receive automated,
real-time shipping updates, which allows Digi-Key
to provide the latest information to customers.
Digi-Key is fortunate to have suppliers who understand the
importance of getting products to its customers, and the
company is committed to expediting products from suppliers
as quickly as possible and to providing suppliers with
accurate forecasts. Digi-Key is also dedicated to keeping
both on-site and remote employees safe and healthy.

Observations and predictions
Customer demand remains extremely strong across
all industries and verticals, and Digi-Key expects that
to continue throughout this year and into 2023 as
customers catch up, and perhaps build safety stock.
Lead times from suppliers are gradually improving and
inventory levels are beginning to stabilize, but acquiring
certain components continues to be a challenge, with
many semiconductor lead times stagnating at 40+ weeks.
However, Digi-Key has received more product to date
in 2022 than it has ever received during a similar time
period in the history of the company, so we continue to
make meaningful progress on increasing inventory.

To further enable customers to improve efficiency, DigiKey recently combined several digital tools into one
seamless experience with myLists. The consolidated list
management system allows users to determine stock
availability and lead times, perform attrition calculations
to plan for lost or damaged components during
manufacturing, create quotes to secure pricing for 30
days and share lists with others in their organization.

Addressing challenges
There is growing uncertainty and concern regarding the
general economy and how it may be affected by higher
interest rates and other factors. The good news is that
Digi-Key has maintained a long-term perspective and
prioritized its core strategies to support high service levels
throughout industry cycles. In some cases, Digi-Key has
placed orders out to late 2023 to ensure inventory will

Coming soon: PDCe grand opening
This year, Digi-Key is opening the doors to its brandnew, 204,400 square meter Product Distribution Centre
expansion (PDCe), which will dramatically increase the
amount of space the company has to store existing
product and add new ones. Increased automation within
the PDCe will decrease turnaround time and boost sameday order fulfillment to customers, while also improving
quality, increasing capacity and enhancing efficiency.
We look forward to welcoming suppliers and
customers to visit and celebrate together the
continued growth of our entire industry.

Sustainable
smart packaging
John Denslinger reminds purchasing professionals that company-wide ESG mandates are
directing an ever-brighter spotlight on sustainable packaging requirements
Sustainability • By John Denslinger

hen it comes to sourcing materials, packaging
might be last on the list of priorities. Often an
after-thought, packaging is getting more attention
lately driven by company-wide ESG mandates.
Attention procurement: the era of sustainable packaging
is here and it offers a number of challenging decisions.
More than ten years ago, the Sustainable Packaging Coalition
(a www.GreenBlue.org industry working group) defined
the criteria for sustainable packaging as follows:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Is beneficial, safe, and healthy for individuals/
communities throughout its life cycle
Meets market needs for performance and cost
Is sourced, manufactured, transported, and
recycled using renewable energy

Optimizes the use of renewables or recycled materials
Is manufactured using clean production
technologies minimizing waste and emissions

Is made from material additives (inks, adhesives,
resins) healthy throughout its life cycle
Is physically designed to optimize materials
and energy consumption
Is effectively recovered and utilized
again in closed loop systems

It would seem that list still applies today so choosing
to be sustainable won’t be easy or quick.
It should come as no surprise, e-commerce escalated
consumer awareness and the push for sustainable packaging.
For industry, e-commerce also highlighted product safety,
counterfeiting, and last-mile delivery issues. As a result, the
demand for better, cheaper and more environmentally friendly
packaging is now an expectation shared by plastic and paper
producers, packaging fabricators, the buying community and
customers on the receiving end of packaged products.

sourcing family
ELECTRONICS

Packaging material is part of the circular economy subject to 4Rs:
reduce, recycle, re-use and re-think. In the words of EPA: “The
circular economy reduces material use, redesigns materials to
be less resource intensive and recaptures ‘waste’ as a resource to
manufacture new materials and products.” As good as that sounds,
recycling may produce some adverse consequences. One EPA study
found unhealthy chemicals in recycled materials ranging from
flame retardants, solvents, biocides, inks and dyes. Comprehensive
sustainability must remedy these secondary contaminants as well.
Sustainability implies sourcing more eco-friendly materials. Plastic,
especially fossil-based, is non grata nowadays. Microplastics, once
considered eco-friendly, have entered our food chain and recently
been found in human blood. Because of that, compostable and
biodegradable replacements are gaining favor with consumers.
Substitutes such as bamboo paper, stone paper, and plant-based
cellulose alternatives like cotton, corn and hay eliminate the need
to harvest millions of trees. In the past, packaging often combined
dissimilar materials, but no longer. Mono-material design is
now the baseline. Mixed, laminated and composite packaging
is difficult to recycle and often ends up in landfills as waste.
Did you ever think of lowly packaging as a high-tech
product? Sustainable packaging is going digital incorporating
connectivity. Packaging is pervasive. It’s a common commodity
found everywhere and thus provides a tremendous
opportunity for data mining. Digital integration features
NFC sensors and RFID tags. NFC offers the interactive
experience delivering product information, as well as a safe
and secure authentication process. RFID, on the other hand,
is better suited for asset management and tracking.
Implementing green strategies for sustainable packaging will take
time. As with any newly sourced material, there is the lengthy
discovery phase, concept development, design for manufacturing,
prototyping, test and evaluation. Optimization may require several
iterations given the rapid advancements in Smart technology.
Proper environmental stewardship benefits everyone. Thank
you, procurement, for your commitment to sustainability.
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Transport

Preparing for
electrification
of fleet vehicles

TTI’s director of transportation business unit marketing, Gabe Osorio, analyzes transport
electrification trends that manufacturers will want to follow throughout 2022
About three per cent of US
vehicles are part of a fleet
but fleet technology trends
can have an outsized impact
on the entire transportation
sector due to regulations
and scale of operations,
according to a 2021 Rocky
Mountain Institute report.
Over 80 per cent of fleet
managers surveyed said
they have already begun
electrifying their fleets, and
electric vehicles are expected
to make up 10 to 15 per
cent of commercial and
passenger fleets by 2030,
according to Duke Energy.
This trend was evident
at Work Truck Week 2022
Indianapolis, Indiana. The
amount of electrification in
fleet and work trucks was
astounding. Many OEMs
featured all-electric mediumsized commercial vehicles
and last-mile delivery trucks.
New market entries
include the Ford Lightning,
the new all-electric
Chevrolet Silverado and
Xos, a manufacturer
of fully-electric, zeroemission commercial
vehicles used by FedEx.
Another trend is vehicle
electronification. With
the ongoing rollout of 5G
internet and the increasing
adoption of Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT)
connectivity, more fleet
and delivery vehicles
are being equipped with
technology that enables
fleet tracking, autonomous
driving and communication.
These connected vehicle
technologies require many
new electronic components
and subsystems, plus

the adoption of new
technologies similar to
those found in passenger
vehicles. This includes
advanced driver-assistance
systems, safety capabilities,
lidar detection and more.
Additionally, cameras are
being added to vehicles in
greater numbers. Instead
of just one or two backup
cameras, vehicles are being
equipped with optical
sensors, eye-tracking
technology and safety checks
for autonomous systems.
In commercial trucks,
cameras are used to monitor
the cargo and ensure its
delivery, or to monitor the
quality of service from
drivers for security and
safety. Cameras are also
increasingly aiding or
replacing mirrors to provide
wide-angle turn assistance
and other benefits.
New trucks and fleet
vehicles are increasingly
being designed with digital
vehicle dash clusters that
display speedometers,
mileage, gas levels and
other instrumentation
instead of traditional analog
gauges. With the addition
of lidar, additional fleet
management technologies
can be interfaced with via
the dashboard cluster.
Connected vehicle
technology also enables
communication capabilities
within a fleet to track
shipments in real time
through GPS monitoring and
data transfer. With electric
vehicles, new sensors and
intelligent systems can also
track and monitor vehicle
components such as battery
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health and maintenance
status in real-time.
Now is an exciting time
to see the next generation
of transportation as it’s
being designed using
these new ideas and
incorporating cutting-edge
technology—all of which
increases the demand for
electronic components.
To successfully adopt
the next generation
of connected vehicle
technology, it’s important
for manufacturers to partner
with a distributor who can
help them understand the
available components, new
product instructions and the
best way to maintain their
supply chain as demand for
these specialized electronic
components increases.

TTI’s director of transportation business
unit marketing, Gabe Osorio

tti.com
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In commercial
trucks, cameras are
used to monitor
the cargo and
ensure its delivery,
or to monitor the
quality of service
from drivers for
security and safety
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COMBATING DELAYS TO
ACCELERATE TIME TO MARKET

I

n the electronic supply chain, time to market (TTM) is
increasingly challenging as the needs of technology evolve
and manufacturers struggle to meet demand. Delayed
production, unreliable supply and global economic inflation
has caused unpredictable delivery schedules and price
increases. While supply chain obstacles are unavoidable,
how can customers combat continuously expanding lead
times and establish best practices to stabilize TTM?
There are strategies to lessen the blow of supply chain
disruptions. Proactively adjusting TTM methods with
adaptable design, buy and management processes
can better ensure a successful product lifecycle.
Design
In a healthy supply chain, customers would easily be able to
design a product, order parts from a preferred vendor and
commence manufacturing. However, today’s market can
be disturbed by workforce shutdowns, end-of-life notices
or shortages in necessary materials. While the supply
chain dictates what components are available, companies
must plan to incorporate alternative electronic builds and
employ multiple manufacturers in order to mitigate risk.
The scales between supply and demand tip quickly and without
warning, even for the largest manufacturers. If allocation becomes
difficult for engineering electronic builds, companies must
compare and forge alternative supply channels as backups. Having
multiple suppliers will help companies stay ahead of the curve.
Additionally, the testing process is vital and shouldn’t be sacrificed
for faster TTM. When Samsung pushed the 2016 Galaxy Note
to market too quickly, valuable procedures were omitted. It was
later discovered that there wasn’t enough room for the device’s
battery to expand when it overheated. The results were phones
spontaneously catching fire and being banned from certain airlines.
Buy
Navigating the supply chain purposefully is crucial to solving
market volatility. While manufacturers try to forecast, resources
are not guaranteed. Inflexibility can lead to delays that
impact revenue, so adaptability is essential for success.

components. Average lead times for delivery can be over 90
days, sometimes reaching 12 – 16 weeks depending on freight
method. When lead times extend beyond the forecasted
window, it results in costly manufacturing setbacks.
When suppliers cannot secure allocation, companies must
navigate the open market. In these instances, it is important to
have reliable connections that ensure quantity with quality. An
effective way to maintain quality standards is to partner with a
certified test house. Fusion Worldwide recently acquired Prosemi,
Singapore’s largest testing facility. Customers are now able to cut
lead times in half by partnering with Fusion since the supplier can
directly control and expedite the component testing process.
Vertically integrating testing services grants Fusion
power over workflow and delivery schedules. While other
distributors are forced to quote 4 – 6-week lead times,
Fusion can confidently quote 4 – 5-day turn times.
Manage
To develop effective lead time strategies and secure
supply, companies must be transparent when working
with suppliers. Remaining up to date on market trends
allows companies to make informed decisions and
create a robust forecasting and sourcing plan.
Obsolescence is a common challenge and a perfect
example of why planning is essential. Working with an
independent distributor to develop strategies can prevent
delays in TTM by securing supply. Using a trusted network
of distributors versus a single supplier helps manufacturers
be prepared, instead of struggling to fill supply gaps.
Companies shouldn’t wait for supply chain management plans
to break before assessing risk. Injecting flexibility into builds and
purchasing, plus working with a company like Fusion to shorten
lead times and to receive real-time market intel, creates a TTM
strategy that is prepared to overcome market challenges.
www.fusionww.com

Purchasing buffer stock can alleviate some of the pressure
on supply lines, but it cannot safeguard against future
interruptions. It can take between 16 – 18 weeks to manufacture
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Artificial intelligence

Getting to
market with
machine learning
Avnet Silica’s manager
system solutions, AI/ML
and vision, Michaël
Uyttersprot, explores
technology from machine
learning cameras to
generating synthetic data

image sensors used in
these camera modules may
need low-light capabilities.
Such considerations can
become more relevant
when generating data
for ML interpretation.

Many semiconductor
manufacturers already
offer embedded processors
for addressing artificial
intelligence (AI) workloads.
In time, these devices will
become as ubiquitous as
MCUs. In fact, they are the
natural evolutionary step
for MCUs. Although AI will
be everywhere, that isn’t
a panacea to design. Fully
understanding the use case
will be critical to processor
selection. Whilst machine
learning (ML) addresses
multiple use cases, vision is
attracting greatest interest.

Because data is being
analysed by an algorithm
and not a person, there is
opportunity for different
sensing modalities to be
introduced into machine
vision systems. Such sensor
fusion arrangements mean
that data from multiple
sources can be combined
into a single set, then fed
into a neural network.
The way each sensor’s
data is weighted will
influence its relevance
on the final dataset,
so this must be given
appropriate consideration.

In situations where ML
is being used to check
fast-moving objects, like
bottles on production lines,
camera modules with global
shutters will be needed.
Rolling shutters wouldn’t be
applicable because details
might be missed. Depending
on ambient conditions,

Creating a demonstrator
to prove an ML concept’s
validity isn’t as difficult
as it used to be but taking
that concept through
to production can be
challenging. Despite
standard datasets being
used for demonstration
purposes, often these
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won’t be suitable for
implementation. Customers
may need to buy in data
or create it themselves.
This is where transfer
learning techniques have
value. These take data
created for one use case
and port it across to a
new but similar use case.
Another option available
is to generate synthetic
data virtually, via 3D
modelling. This allows
rapid construction of
multiple images, which
can be used to train an ML
algorithm without the effort
or expense of physically
creating examples.
With many AI use cases
now at the network’s edge,
much of the emphasis has
shifted from the cloud. The
two will continue to coexist,
however, as each offers
benefits the other cannot.
When security or latency
are particularly important,
edge processing is likely to
be appropriate. Conversely,
applications demanding
continuous improvement of
the algorithm will favour
cloud-based processing.

Combined edge and cloud
deployments will be
possible—enabling localised
processing, as well as
algorithm improvements.
Access to high-performance
processors equipped with
powerful AI acceleration
technology will have
huge benefits within the
industrial sector. Software
remains a key part too
though, both in training
and deployment. Modelling
techniques and transfer
learning can help, but so
can the latest generation
of software development
tools. Drawing on vast prior
experience, Avnet Silica
and its supply partners
are ready to support
ML implementations.
www.avnet-silica.eu

Yamaichi Electronics´ modular board-to-board mezzanine
YTM is designed to cope with market demand for 112G
connectivity. The product is designed to combine high density
with modularity and a 112G PAM4 data rate. Modularity
offers a range of pin counts and stacking height variations.
The key element is the blade. It comprises 96 pins, all
with the same SI performance. Blades can be lined up like
bricks up to 960 pins on a footprint of 30 by 60mm.
Without an interposer this concept offers stacking
heights from 5 to 10mm in 1mm increments.
However, with an interposer it can be built up to
40mm, while maintaining 112G performance.

Simplify retrofitting
Provertha has developed a robust, compact M12
adapter which allows M12 plug-in connection with X
to D and D to X coding without additional effort. The
adapters feature an X or D-coded pin interface with a
rotating screw lock and D or X-coded socket interface
with a fixed locking thread. The adapters are inserted
between the switch and cable using torque tools. Benefits
include reduced cabling costs and installation time.
Specifications include: IP67; data transmission up to
100Mbit; and a temperature range from -25 to 85°C.

Specifications include: height extension with interposer
(11 to 40mm); genderless design with two-point contacts
for better connectivity; 92Ω impedance matching both
85Ω and 100Ω; various pin counts (192, 288, 384 up to
960); and differential signal pairs up to 240 pairs (GSSG)

The X to D coded adapter suits retrofitting in railway
technology, as existing D-coded cabling can continue
to be used, even if the switches have to be replaced by
gigabit port switches during overhauls. On the other
hand, the X to D coded adapter allows 100Mbit devices
to be connected with Gigabit-cabling systems.

www.yamaichi.eu

www.provertha.com

Connector products

Combine density with modularity

Faster, easier mounting
Schurter has expanded its EC12 appliance inlet filter family
with new snap-in variants. This allows faster and easier
mounting. The EC12 filter series combines an IEC C20
appliance inlet with a one-stage filter and power switch.
The modules feature two snap-in springs instead of the screw
flange. The springs are designed to provide a tight-fitting
installation with good electrical contact with the mounting
panel. The wide metal flange contacts the housing over a
large surface area, enabling optimum filtering and shielding.
The series is available as a standard or medical version and
is used in products requiring high resistance to interference.
This includes IT or telecom systems according to IEC 923681 and medical equipment according to IEC 60601-1.
Filter versions with increased surge withstand voltage capability
are also available. These have interference suppression
capacitors of safety class X1 for surge voltages of 4kV between L
and N and Y1 for surge voltages of 8kV. The series is compatible
with V-Lock cord retention device connection cables.
schurter.com

Higher densit y. Lower losses. Higher data rates.
It ’s precise per formance, delivered.
Our CoreHC product family, Card Edge Contact systems,
and Gen-Z solutions offer high-density interconnects
with lower insertion and return losses at densities as high
as 2.5 mm. CarlisleIT leads the way with high-performance
interconnect solutions by offering unmatched signal integrity
for today’s faster and more complex communication
systems operating up to 70 GHz.
That’s Performance with Purpose.

D ESI G N | BUILD | T EST | C ER T IF Y
CarlisleIT.com
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Display products

Vehicle camera modules compliant with ISO26262
Rohm has announced availability of ISO26262 and ASIL-B
compliant PMICs for automotive camera modules that are
being adopted in Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS).
Continuing evolution of ADAS in recent years has increased
the number of onboard cameras. At the same time, functional
safety is taking on greater importance as the failure of
even one camera can lead to a serious accident, making
it imperative for car and component manufacturers to
comply with the international safety standard ISO26262.
In 2018, Rohm successfully achieved ISO26262 Development
Process certification from German certification body TÜV
Rheinland. In 2021 the company launched the ComfySIL
brand to contribute to the safety, security and comfort
of users and systems through products that support
functional safety. As part of the ComfySIL series, these ICs
are Functional Safety (FS) process compliant products,
indicating compliance with the ISO26262 standard.
Meeting the strict requirements for functional safety lets these
products facilitate safety design in next-generation vehicles
equipped with ADAS. The four power supply systems (three
DC/DC and one LDO) necessary for automotive cameras are

integrated into
a 3.5 by 3.5mm
package, achieving
industry's smallest size in
comparable camera PMICs.
They are equipped with an anomaly
status notification mechanism such
as abnormal voltage detection and feedback via I2C. This
reduces the number of components by three compared to
former solutions, resulting in a 25 per cent smaller mounting
area compared to conventional solutions, thus contributing
to smaller vehicle cameras. Further miniaturization is
possible by optimizing for individual applications.
A range of output voltage and sequence control
settings can be configured to meet the varying
requirements of CMOS image sensors from different
manufacturers, simplifying development.
www.rohm.com

Mini touch panel features WiFi and BT
In its EA Demopacks, Display Visions is bundling 2.8in
uniTFT displays with additional modules including touch
panels. There is also a variant with WiFi and Bluetooth.
Customers can produce ready-to-run applications more
or less ad hoc. For example, in addition to the miniature
touch-panel EA uniTFTs028-ATC, the EA Demopack-WIFIBT
includes a daughterboard with ESP32 radio microcontroller.
This can connect the display by WiFi or Bluetooth.
Using example programmes, users can immediately
realise stand-alone applications, such as a weather
station, Bluetooth keyboard or individual hotkeys.
The EA uniTFTs028-ATC is designed for day-to-day
industrial use. Service life is >50,000 hours, with a
broad operating temperature range from -20 to 70°C.
Brightness is 1,000cd/m². Display Visions guarantees
long-term availability and comprehensive support.
www.lcd-module.com
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Phoenix Contact is extending its BC modular housing series with
new products for versatile applications in building automation.
Every housing chamber can be individually configured
to meet device requirements. Also, developers can save
time since the design of the configurable upper parts
has already been matched to SPT-THR 1,5 and 2,5 series
push-in PCB terminal blocks. The push-in connection
on the front enables convenient, tool-free wiring and
ensures permanent and vibration-resistant contacting.
Housing covers with integrated 2.4in touch display and
membrane keypad allow implementation of display and
operating solutions. The shape, colour and printing of
membrane keypads can be selected via an online configurator.

Sealed solution for primary power
distribution

Enclosures

Configured for versatility

Featuring six MIDI fuses in a robust, IP66-compliant
housing, Würth Elektronik ICS’ REDline Power Box 6F
is the latest addition to its power distribution platform
used in battery, engine and chassis applications.
Measuring 170 by 112 by 48mm, the sealed housing provides
space for up to six MIDI fuses in 32 and 70V versions. Operating
temperature range is -40 to 85°C. The box can also be used in
48V on-board electrical networks thanks to compatibility with 70V
fuses, meaning it can also be used in electromobility projects.

New HBUS8 DIN rail connectors extend the BC housing
series portfolio. Seven parallel and one serial contact
provide secure module-to-module communication.

OEMs benefit from a cost-effective solution with a long
service life compared to conventional unprotected
outdoor fuse boxes. The box is connectorised so it can be
connected quickly to the cable harness in production. It
is also designed to be easily and efficiently serviced.

www.phoenixcontact.com

www.we-online.com

Enclosure offers enhanced fire protection
Spelsberg’s Rapid-Box industrial enclosure
for fast and safe tap conductor installation
is now available in a fire-resistant version
for use in tunnels and similar environments.
WKE Rapid-Box HT removes the need for
electrical installers to cut the supply cable
when fitting cable taps and additional sockets.
The new features mean that the enclosure
provides electrical functional integrity for up
to 90 minutes in the event of a fire, enabling
safety systems to continue to operate. RapidBox is now also available in a heavy-duty
version for uncut cables up to 50mm².

1551W IP68 miniature enclosures

Learn more: hammfg.com/1551W

Applications include tunnels such as
road, rail and pedestrian walkways.
Spelsberg UK’s managing director, Chris
Lloyd, said: “Rapid-Box is a fast and safe way
to establish a power connection. With the
new WKE version, the connection enclosures
provide functional safety for tunnel applications
in the UK, such as tunnels on the overground
rail service, as well as underground networks
and roads. It’s also ideal for use in passenger
walkways, such as those underneath large
buildings, exhibition halls and urban areas.”
www.spelsberg.co.uk

!
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Supply chain

EV supply
chains: ahead
of the trend
Pat Wilson, commissioner of the Georgia Department of
Economic Development explains how a wide-lens view of
the world is driving the EV supply chain in Georgia

An enduring lesson of the
pandemic is that supply chain
disruptions can be a major
problem for US businesses
and consumers. Moving
manufacturing overseas over
recent decades has left the
country more susceptible.
However, the State of Georgia
is pushing back. Through
intentional investments
and leaders focused on
a wide-lens view of the
world, Georgia is creating
future-focused solutions and
bringing key industries home.
Early on, Georgia identified
the electrification of the
American automotive
landscape as an opportunity
and began developing an
entire electric vehicle (EV)
and mobility supply chain.
A domestic EV supply chain
means stronger national
security, less dependence
on unstable countries
and easier operations for
companies trying to meet
consumer demand.
In December 2021, EV
truck manufacturer Rivian
announced plans to invest
$5 billion in a carbonconscious campus in Georgia,
where the company will
manufacture up to 400,000
electric adventure vehicles
per year. This announcement
follows news that German
company Aurubis, one of
the world’s largest copper
recyclers, will invest $340
million in a recycling and
secondary melting facility
for multi-metal recycling
in Augusta, Georgia. This
will be the first factory of its

kind in the US and marks an
important step in the electric
vehicle value chain. Battery
Resourcers has announced
a commercial-scale lithiumion battery recycling facility
outside metro Atlanta that
will have the capacity to
process 30,000 metric tons
of discarded lithium-ion
batteries and scrap annually.
Georgia is already home
to automotive OEM Kia
and battery producer SK
Innovation, and cascading
investments bring even
more suppliers and electric
car companies to the state.
Each time a piece to the EV
ecosystem is added, it helps
attract the next company.
Given that vital metals used
to manufacture batteries
and semiconductors are
currently sourced almost
exclusively outside of the
US, the upcoming Aurubis
facility will bring sought-after
metals for EV and mobility
product manufacturers to
the US market. Aurubis
processes complex metal
concentrates, scrap metals,
organic and inorganic metalbearing recycling materials,
and industrial residues, into
high quality metals. The
company produces more
than a million tons of copper
cathodes annually and, from
them, makes a variety of
products ranging from wire
rod to flat-rolled copper
and copper alloy products.
Aurubis produces several
other metals, including
precious metals, selenium,
lead, nickel, tin and zinc,
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which are needed to produce
microchips sought after by
EV and mobility companies.
In addition to the nearly
$2.6 billion SK Innovation
electric vehicle battery
manufacturing facilities in
Jackson County, Georgia has
attracted other international
investments in recent
months, including Dutch
e-mobility charging systems
company Heliox, Turkish
EV-parts manufacturer Teklas,
German-owned lightweight
automotive-body parts
manufacturer GEDIA, and
SK suppliers EnChem and
Duckyang. A new investment
from SK Group subsidiary
SKC will manufacture
glass-based substrates for
semiconductor chips in
Georgia. Even more exciting,
Georgia Tech played a role
in the development of this
technology—an example of
how Georgia’s investments
into academic assets not only
drive economic development,
but also contribute to finding
solutions to global problems.
Georgia-made school bus
manufacturer Blue Bird
recently reported its 500th
electric bus sold following
its 2018 introduction of allelectric buses. Plug Power
broke ground in August 2021
on its new fuel cell systems
manufacturing facility for
e-mobility on Georgia’s coast.
Recent infrastructure
investments made by the
Georgia Ports Authority
will relieve supply chain
bottlenecks and further

help move products, parts
and raw materials in and
out of the country. The new
Mason Mega Rail facility at
the Port of Savannah will
expand service across inland
markets. Construction is also
underway at another Georgia
inland port in Gainesville
that will help further develop
the logistics infrastructure
into the northeast corner of
the state, even closer to the
center of the US market.

Commissioner of the Georgia Department of
Economic Development, Pat Wilson
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Quality

Understanding
systems-based
quality strategies
In this article, Smith
uses its own experience to
demonstrate how a systemsbased approach to quality
ensures people, products,
and services meet the
highest standards
Quality begins long before
components enter Smith’s
facilities. Their supplierscreening process includes
a review and audit of
vendors’ physical location,
financial status, trade
references, certifications,
quality management systems,
and more. Each supplier is
formally selected, qualified,
and continually evaluated to
ensure its ability to provide
product that conforms to
customer requirements, in line
with CCAP-101 and AS6081
certification standards.
Smith’s end-to-end quality
process accounts for all
details that affect the caliber
of their products. Smith’s
comprehensive processes
and procedures are mirrored
across their three operational
hubs in Houston, Hong Kong,
and Amsterdam so that their
customers receive the exact
same product and service
quality, regardless of locale.
Each supplier receives a rating
based on their evaluation
results, from Preferred to No
Trade. Preferred suppliers

have long track records
of high performance and
favorable terms, while No
Trade identifies sources that
are prohibited from trading
with Smith due to inferior
quality or poor performance
issues. Additional ratings, such
as Approved and Conditional,
are given to proven suppliers
with more limited terms and
promising suppliers with good
transactional and performance
history but potentially limited
traceability, respectively.
Recently, Smith has added two
new rating levels: Inactive
and Initial. Inactive suppliers
are those who have not had
any purchasing transactions
for more than one year, while
Initial suppliers are newly
created or unproven because
minimal activity has not
yet been met. Through this
defined rating system, Smith’s
trading team can efficiently
and methodically pursue
products from suppliers that
have demonstrated their
quality and performance.
On receipt, components pass
through an inspection process,
beginning with packaging.
Each package is inspected,
ensuring labels are correct
and barcodes scan properly.
The general packaging is
examined (outside and in) to
confirm labels are present/
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authentic and there are
no signs of tampering.
Smith’s receiving team
then verifies all documents
and requirements from
the purchase and sales
orders. This helps ensure all
customer requirements are
met, including packaging,
date codes, and specialized
testing requirements.
All components then pass
through the standard qualitycontrol process. During
visual inspection, Smith’s
CCCI-102 Level 1 and Level
2 quality inspectors examine
components to verify that part
dimensions, markings, leads,
and other characteristics are
consistent with manufacturer
specifications. Smith’s quality
team uses tools such as digital
microscopy and imagery and
dimensional measurement to
detect blacktopping, sanding,
oxidation, and retinning
and compare product to
known-authentic samples.
Smith tracks receiving history,
product dimensions, pictures,
and test results from previous
orders of each component in
its proprietary operational
platform: WorksChain.
The company also has one
of the industry’s largest
libraries of golden samples.
This wealth of historical
data is constantly growing

and is accessible to Smith’s
quality employees to review
and reference throughout
the inspection process.
As needed or required, Smith
offers more extensive and
customizable functionality and
authenticity testing. In-house
functionality test laboratories
perform more than 50
different functional tests daily.
Beyond visual inspection,
Smith can also perform both
nondestructive and destructive
authenticity testing at its three
hubs. Nondestructive testing
can identify markings, voids,
and other anomalies in or on
components without affecting
the parts’ performance or
reliability. Destructive testing,
such as decapsulation and
lead solderability, may be
required to confirm legitimacy.
smithweb.com
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DISTRIBUTION MARKET WATCH

Distribution boosted by
rising OEM design and
supply chain services
Distributors are the hands-on experts OEMs are increasingly turning to in their search for
supply chain efficiencies and to optimize design engineering activities

Electronic component
distributors have hit the
sweet spot of their market.
In addition to surging
demand for semiconductors,
passives, interconnects and
electromechanical parts,
OEMs are asking distributors
to support them with more
value-added services,
including design engineering,
supplier management,
inventory management
and scarce component
procurement functions.
The largest OEMs typically
prefer to handle critical valueadded supply chain activities
in house but even they have
joined the throngs of electronic
equipment manufacturers
seeking more of such services
from their distribution
partners. The impetus for
this development varies but
it is primarily being driven
by the ongoing shortages for
components and the need to
tap all available resources and
avenues to secure the parts,
according to industry executives.
“OEM demand on our business
has always been strong
when there are supply chain
disruptions,” said Todd Burke,
president of the Americas
at N.F. Smith & Associates,
a leading independent
components distributor. “The
companies affected by the
ongoing shortages are many
and some have strategies in
place while many don’t. Before
the crisis, people knew what
to do but many don’t now, so
they need help and support.”

Value-added services have
always been controversial in
the component distribution
business. Many OEMs believe
it is an essential part of the
functions distributors should
provide and have always been
reluctant to pay extra for it.
Top distributors, on the other
hand, consider it a premium
offering for which they should
be adequately compensated.
The controversy deepened in
the last decade-plus as more
OEMs whittled down their
design engineering teams
and became more reliant
on distributors. Services
such as design engineering,
inventory management and
even the coordination of
activities with OEMs approved
vendors were shifted onto
distributors, increasing their
operating costs as they sought
to win supply contracts.
The sometime adversarial
discussion about the essence
of value-added services eased
as the ongoing shortages
pinched OEM operations.
Unable in many cases to secure
components they increased
collaboration with distributors,
sharing critical production
information and teaming up to
assess component requirements
to assure manufacturing
efficiency. In addition to their
traditional procurement
functions, distributors were
heavily involved in design
manufacturing services,
assisting with the redesign of
systems and subsystems to
keep production lines humming.
They also assist in determining

“The supply chain
may not be an
exciting part of
OEM operation,
but it should be a
high priority”
Todd Burke, president
of the Americas at N.F.
Smith & Associates
replacements for unavailable
parts, a process that may involve
minor or major redesigns.
“Our record gross profit and
earnings per share for the
quarter were driven by strong
execution in the face of supply
chain demand imbalance,” said
Michael Long, former CEO of
Arrow Electronics Inc., while
presenting the company’s first
quarter results to analysts before
his retirement at the end of May.
“I’m pleased to report that our
past investments to enhance
our capabilities, especially in
the area of supply chain as a
service are leading to growth
and our profit performance.”
Like many of its competitors,
Arrow is on track to report

THE GAME CHANGING SITE FOR
THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

strong financial results this year,
building on solid growth in the
prior year. Revenues are seen
increasing 8 percent in 2022,
jumping to $37.6 billion, from
$34.5 billion, in 2021, according
to analysts’ consensus estimate.
For the current quarter, Arrow
itself expects sales to be
between $9.04 billion and
$9.64 billion, up 12.6 percent
at the high end from $8.56
billion in the second quarter of
2021. The components business
is expected to contribute
about 79 percent, or $7.59
billion, of the revenue, with the
global enterprise computing
solutions division making up
the difference. Arrow executives
noted that the company’s supply
chain and design engineering
services are expected to

EXCLUSIVELY SPONSORED BY EBOM.COM

remain a mainstay of the
component business in future.
“Arrow is helping customers
navigate shortages and supply
chain challenges so they can
maintain production, bring new
electronic products to market,
and securely manage their
applications and data,” said Rick
Seidlitz, interim chief financial
officer, during the company’s
first quarter conference call. “By
helping to mitigate production
risks and facilitate a continuous
stream of products to market,
Arrow deepens customer
relationships and solidifies its
position as a trusted partner.”
Supply chain services also
helped Avnet Inc. in its fiscal
2022 third quarter ended
March 31. Having gone
through several rounds of
restructuring and repositioning
of operations, Avnet is
experiencing a resurgence and
has seen patronage rise from
core customers. The company
exceeded industry growth
average in the March-ended
quarter, with sales rising 32
percent, to $6.5 billion, from
$4.9 billion in the comparable
prior year quarter. Phil
Gallagher, CEO of the Phoenixbased company attributed
the financial improvements
also to an increase in supply
chain services, in addition to
regular component operations.

“Growing demand for
supply chain orchestration
is driving strong financial
performance across our global
business,” Gallagher said,
in a statement announcing
the results. “Looking ahead
to the fourth quarter, amid
the backdrop of geopolitical
uncertainty, we continue to
anticipate a favorable demand
environment and expect to
sustain strong margins from
our recently implemented
operating improvements.”
Avnet told investors it expects
sales in the June quarter to be
between $6 billion and $6.4
billion, up approximately 22
percent from $5.23 billion
in the comparable quarter of
2021. Avnet said its recent
reorganization activities are
beginning to pay off and said it
expects further improvements
on ongoing market strength.
“We are competing favorably
across the board and are
pleased to see continued
improvement in our Americas
business, where strong demand
and expanded supply chain
orchestration opportunities
helped us grow revenue by over
40 percent year-over-year and
achieved our fifth consecutive
quarter of operating margin
growth,” Gallagher said. “Our
continued investments in
digital and design tools and

“Growing demand
for supply chain
orchestration
is driving
strong financial
performance across
our global business”
Phil Gallagher, CEO of Avnet

“Investments to enhance our
capabilities, especially in the area of
supply chain as a service are leading
to growth and our profit performance”
Michael Long, former CEO
of Arrow Electronics Inc.
field application engineers are
paying off, as demonstrated
by another solid quarter of
design and engineering activity
across all regions. These high
levels of design registrations
and wins in prior quarters
resulted in yet another quarter
of record, demand creation
sales and gross profit.”
Globally, the component
distribution market is
benefitting from continued
strength in demand for parts
from different segments
of the economy, including
the automotive industry
which over the last couple
of years witnessed extreme
semiconductor supply
shortages. The industry is
also benefitting from rising
average selling prices, a
result of the tight supply
conditions and the willingness
of OEMs to pay a premium for
components in order to stave
off manufacturing challenges.
So far, distributors have been
able to pass on the higher
component costs to OEM and
EMS customers, sources said.
Will the industry be able to
maintain the higher ASPs? For
now, a downturn is not in the
outlook for semiconductors
and IP&E components. With
lead times stretching out as
much as 52 weeks in cases, the

pricing pressures will remain,
observers said. At the same
time, the electronics companies
have good prospects ahead
due to the continuing injection
of semiconductors into major
segments of the economy. The
growth in demand for electric
vehicles and autonomous
vehicles as well as demand
from the medical and industrial
sectors will keep sales strong
for OEMs and in all parts of
the supply chain, executives
said. OEMs, EMS providers and
component distributors must
maintain their collaborative
activities to avoid further supply
chain snafu, executives said.
This collaboration should
include regular updates on
production schedule, joint preproduction planning and design
engineering work, according
to Smith & Associates’ Burke.
“Distributors have legitimized
our involvement in the design
engineering process and in the
supply chain and this should
not stop,” Burke said. “OEMS
became more active in the
supply chain and involved
distributors even more. Will
they continue to involve us in
future? I believe it is important
that they do. The supply
chain may not be an exciting
part of OEM operation, but it
should be a high priority.”
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CABLE ASSEMBLY & HARNESSING
Amphenol

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,000

FTDI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

50

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Harwin

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Phoenix Contact

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

2,800

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

CIRCUIT PROTECTION
www.mouser.com

EU

Y

EPCOS/TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,950

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Littelfuse

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

11,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Bud Industries

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y
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Y
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Y

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

ENCLOSURES
Hammond

Mouser Electronics

Metcase Enclosures

OKW Enclosures

New Age Enclosures

Mouser Electronics

EU

FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT
ABRACON

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

ECS

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Epson

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

IQD Frequency Products

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Kyocera

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

950

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Silicon Laboratories

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TXC Corporation

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Aavid

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Alliance Memory

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

Y

500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

HEATSINKS
EU

ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS
www.mouser.com

EU

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

18,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Broadcom Limited

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Central Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,250

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Cirrus Logic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y
Y

Cree, Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Diodes Incorporated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

8,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

FTDI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Infineon

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

8,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Intel

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Maxim Integrated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

14,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

24,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Micron Technology

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Monolithic Power Systems (MPS) Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Nexperia

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

7,600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Nordic Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

60

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y
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Buffer Stock
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Total No. of Staff
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% Lead Free for
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Minimum Order
Value

Website

Stock Value for
Principle

Telephone

No. of Lines for
Principle

Distributor

Franchised
Distributor

Manufacturer

Location

Buyers’ Guide
NXP

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

ON Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

18,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Power Integrations

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Qorvo

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Renesas Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

ROHM Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

6,900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Semtech

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Silicon Laboratories

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Skyworks

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

STMicroelectronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

10,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Texas Instruments

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

39,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Toshiba

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

10,850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Xilinx

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

3M

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

Y

2,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

33,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

+44 8716060

www.peigenesis.com

EU

Y

N/A

£1.3m

10 €

N/A

N/A

85

Y

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,250

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

INTERCONNECTION
Amphenol

Mouser Electronics

Amphenol

PEI Genesis

Cinch Connectivity Solutions

Mouser Electronics

www.mouser.com

EU

FCI / Amphenol

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

7,850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

HARTING

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

6,800

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Harwin

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,950

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Hirose Electric

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

7,850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

0031-(0)2 655 7460

www.hirose.com/eu

EU

Y

50,000

N/A

0€

N/A

N/A

4,190

Y

+44 8716060

www.peigenesis.com

EU

Y

N/A

£1.3m

10 €

N/A

N/A

85

Y

Hirose Electric Europe B.V
ITT Cannon

PEI Genesis

JAE Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

23,600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

+49 8631 6156-0

www.odu.de

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,650

ODU

EU, USA, ASIA

Phoenix Contact

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

17,150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Radiall

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Samtec

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

16,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Souriau

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

41,850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Wurth Elektronik

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,650

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

N/A

€ 100

N/A

4

7

Y

OBSOLESCENCE/HARD TO FIND
Cyclops electronics

+32 2 209 29 89

www.halfin.com

EU

N

20,000+

OPTO ELECTRONICS
Broadcom Limited

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Cree, Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,800

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Intel

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

20

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Osram Opto Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Toshiba

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

AVX

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

17850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

15,100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Coilcraft

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y
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Franchised
Distributor

No. of Lines for
Principle

Stock Value for
Principle

Minimum Order
Value

% Lead Free for
Principle Range

No. of Technical
Support Staff

Total No. of Staff

Buffer Stock
Facility

EPCOS / TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

KEMET

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

23,650

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Kemet

RS Components

08457 201201

www.rs-components.com

EU

Y

N/A

£161m

0€

N/A

50+

2,500

Y

Buyers’ Guide
Manufacturer

Distributor

Telephone

Website

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

18700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Ohmite

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

6,550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Panasonic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

25,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Taiyo Yuden

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

13,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

11,500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TT Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

43850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Würth Elektronik

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

6,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Würth Elektronik

Würth Elektronik

+49 (0) 7942 945 0

www.we-online.com

EU

Y

N/A

N/A

0€

100%

250

4,000

Y

Yageo

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

21,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

RECOM Power GmbH

Various Distributor

+43 7612 88 325 700

0€

100%

3

560

Y

POWER & BATTERIES
www.recom-power.com

Sanyo Electronic Industries Co., Ltd.

Sanyo Electronic Industries Co., Ltd.

+81 36699 8080

www.eta.co.jp

JP

N

1,000

€3000k

20 €

90%

10

100

Y

Bel Power Solutions

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

600

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

CUI Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

MEAN WELL

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,400

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

RECOM

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TDK-Lambda

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TRACO Power

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,000

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vicor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

XP Power

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

ams

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

SENSORS
EU

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Bosch

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

25

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Honeywell

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Maxim Integrated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

NXP

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Sensirion

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

80

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

STMicroelectronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

75

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

650

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Texas Instruments

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Apem

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

50

2,500+

Y

C&K Switches

Mouser Electronics

CHERRY

RS Components

SWITCHES & KEYBOARDS
www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,850

N/A

0€

N/A

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

08457 201201

www.rs-components.com

EU

Y

600

N/A

0€

N/A

50+

3,500+

Y

E-Switch

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

2,350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

EAO

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,800

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Honeywell

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

NKK Switches

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,000

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Omron

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Panasonic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y
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Buyers’ Guide

EU

Y

1,350

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Phoenix Contact

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Bergquist Company

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

250

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Delta Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

EU

N/A

N/A

£1,000,000

0€

N/A

5

55

Y

EU

Y

1,450

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

EU

N/A

N/A

£1,000,000

0€

N/A

5

55

Y

www.mouser.com

TERMNINAL BLOCKS
Y

1,850

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

EU

Y

13,550

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

EU

Y

1,750

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

THERMAL MANAGEMENT

ebm-papst

Mouser Electronics

Materials Direct

Materials Direct

Sanyo Denki

Mouser Electronics

Universal Science

Universal Science

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Coilcraft

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

5,500

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

+44 (0)1908 222 211 www.materials-direct.com
0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

+44 (0)1908 222 211 www.universal-science.com

TRANSFORMERS & INDUCTORS

EPCOS / TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,300

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

6,900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

4,050

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

1,200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Wurth Elektronik

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

3,400

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS
DIGI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

200

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Espressif

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

30

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Laird Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Lantronix

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

25

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

30

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

Silicon Laboratories

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

EU

Y

150

N/A

0€

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

N/A

50

2,500+

Y

France, Tunisia, China

AS9100, PRI-NADCAP, ISO-TS16949, ESA, UL, ISO9001, ISO14001

S/M/L

Y

1-30

Y

F, F/R

Y

Y

Y

Graphic Plc

00441363 774874

www.graphic.plc.uk

M

UK/China

AS9100, NADCAP, ISO 9001,AISO14001, OHSAS 18001, Mil 31032, Mil 55110, Mil 50884

S/M/L

N

4-10

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Contract Manufacturers Buyers’ Guide
Manufacturer

Telephone

AWS Electronics Group

+44 (0)1782 753200

Website
www.awselectronicsgroup.com

Turnover

Location

Approvals

£40m

UK & Slovakia

AS9100, ISO9001, 13485, 14001,TS16949, IPC-A-610 Class 3, NADCAP

Cables and
Harnessing

M/B

Full Turnkey

www.gepcb.com

Design Capability

+33 233 763 200

Prototyping

Elvia PCB Group

Approvals

Lead Free
Manufacturer

Location

BGA Capacity

Website

Number of Surface
Mount Lines

Telephone

PCB Buyers’ Guide

Employees

Manufacturer

Prototyping

0€
0€

Modifications

N/A
N/A

Obsolescence Solutions

20
10

Flexi / Flexi-Rigid

Y
Y

Metal PCBs

EU
EU

Multi-layer
4-10/10-20-20-30

www.mouser.com
www.mouser.com

Double-sided

0049 (0)89 520 462 110
0049 (0)89 520 462 110

Volume Small, Medium, Large

Mouser Electronics
Mouser Electronics

Service Provided
(i.e Broker, Manufacture
&/or Repair)

Texas Instruments
u-blox

430

11

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
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